Chances are if you’ve been out to the newly renovated Rockpile you have likely noticed that there are now local business and family names on various buildings and items at the complex.

From as small as a 4x8 inch brick bearing a family’s name, to a large sign supporting a business name, sponsorship opportunities are endless outside and around the new area where fans gather throughout the year.

Plymouth High School Digital Marketing student Anna Hite kicks off our Rockpile Spotlight Sponsor Series by introducing you to one of the many community sponsors.

ANIMATED OPENING SPOTLIGHT GFX WITH MUSIC
(ANNA)
TODAY WE ARE SHINING THE SPOTLIGHT ON STATE FARM AGENT LAURIE SUTTER FOR OUR SPOTLIGHT SPONSORSHIP SERIES.
< COVER BY VIDEO OF THE ROCKPILE>
IF YOU HAVE BEEN OUT TO THE ROCKPILE RECENTLY, YOU CAN’T HELP BUT SEE LAURIE’S STATE FARM SIGN ON THIS PLANTER IN FRONT OF THE NEWLY RENOVATED ROCKPILE.

LAURIE’S LOCAL STATE FARM OFFICE IS LOCATED RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER FROM PLYMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL ON JEFFERSON STREET.

SHE AND HER HUSBAND MOVED TO THE PLYMOUTH AREA 12 YEARS AGO AND THEY HAVE TWO CHILDREN THAT BOTH ATTEND JEFFERSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.

WE CAUGHT UP WITH LAURIE AND ASKED HER WHY SHE DECIDED TO BE A BUSINESS SPONSOR AT THE NEWLY REVAMPED ROCKPILE.

LAURIE SUTTER
STATE FARM AGENT
“I am so excited to be part of the renovation project on the Rockpile. So it is exciting that I have been able to put my mark on the stadium. I just want to say how pleased I am and how honored I am to give back to the community that supports me so well.”

PLYMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL WOULD LIKE TO THANK LAURIE AND STATE FARM FOR THEIR DEDICATION AND COMMITMENT TO PLYMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL.
If you are a business owner or community member who is interested in a Rockpile sponsorship please contact the Plymouth Community School Corporation’s marketing department at phsmarketing@plymouth.k12.in.us.

I'M ANNA HITE WITH THIS SPECIAL ROCKPILE SPOTLIGHT SPONSOR SERIES.
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